
Series 4, Kitchen machine, MUM 5,
900 W, ,
MUM54A00

1 x lid, 1 x stainless steel mixing bowl, 1 x kneading hook, 1 x
stirring whisk, 1 x beating whisk, 1 x accessory bag dark grey

MUZ5ER2 Stainless Steel Mixing Bowl (for MUM5), MUZ5FW1 Meat
mincer, MUZ5GM1 Grain mill, MUZ5KR1 Mixing bowl, MUZ5MM1
MultiMixer, MUZ5MX1 Blender attachment, MUZ5NV1 Lasagne
attachment, MUZ5NV2 Tagliatelle attachment, MUZ5NV3 Spaghetti
attachment, MUZ5PP1 PastaPassion Set (For MUM series 2,4,5),
MUZ5VL1 VeggieLove Set (For MUM series 2, 4 & 5), MUZ5ZP1 Citrus
press, MUZ45AG1 Asia vegetable disc, MUZ45FV1 Fruit pulping
attachment, MUZ45KP1 Reversible shredding and slicing disc,
MUZ45LS1 Perforated disc set, MUZ45MX1 Glass blender,
MUZ45PS1 French fries disc, MUZ45RS1 Coarse grating disc,
MUZ45RV1 Grating attachment, MUZ45SV1 Fancy biscuit
attachment, MUZ45XCG1 3-in-1 Chopper / grinder, MUZ45XTM1
TastyMoments, MUZ5BS1 BakingSensation, MUZ5CC2 Cube cutter,
MUZ5EB2 Ice-cream maker (Suitable for MUM5)

Young and fresh, the perfect start up for
my kitchen

Dimensions: ........................................................ 282 x 280 x 271 mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD): ..... 352 x 400 x 400 mm
Pallet dimensions: .............................................. 190.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Standard number of units per pallet: ..............................................30
Net weight: ................................................................................5.1 kg
Gross weight: ............................................................................ 6.0 kg
Connection rating: .................................................................... 900 W
Voltage: ............................................................................... 220-240 V
Frequency: ............................................................................50/60 Hz
Length electrical supply cord: ..............................................110.0 cm
Plug type: ................................................Gardy plug without earthing
Included accessories: ......1 x lid, 1 x stainless steel mixing bowl, 1 x
kneading hook, 1 x stirring whisk, 1 x beating whisk, 1 x accessory
bag dark grey
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Series 4, Kitchen machine, MUM 5,
900 W, ,
MUM54A00

Young and fresh, the perfect start up for
my kitchen

Excellent Results
- Powerful 900 W motor
- 3D Planetary Mixing
- 7 Switch settings plus Burst setting / burst switch
- Electronic speed control for a constant speed during operation

Versatility
- Extensive range of optional accessories
- Multifunction arm with special gearing and
- 3 drive positions for optimum power transmission

Comfort
- Parking position: convenient handling, simple filling thanks to the

automatic park position of the dough tools at the back of the bowl.
- EasyArmLift: Easy and effortless moving of multifunctional arm, by

the push of a button
- Easy cleaning: no worries about cleaning after preparation. The

Accessories are generally dishwasher-safe.
- Easy storage: Integrated cable storage for simple and quick storage

of the cable
- LED light indicates operating mode and failure mode
- Gentle start up to prevent splashes and flour dust

Material / Design
- Stainless steel bowl with 3,9l capacity for up to 2 kg sponge

mixture / 1,5 kg yeast dough

Accessories included
- Dough hook, beater and whisking attachment
- Accessory bag: accessories can be stored easily in the bowl.
- Transparent lid with filler hole

Safety
- Safe use: rubber suction for more stability and greater safety.
- High safety due to overheating protection
- Electronic safety shut-off prevents unexpected starting of the motor
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